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                                                   TRANSPORTER & CLIENT CONTRACT 
ARCTIC AIR, INC. 

P.O. Box 1846 Kenai, AK 99611 • 
Phone: 907-252-7888 • Fax: 866-377-3351 • Email: sheila@arcticairflying.com 

TRANSPORTER #121724 - ARCTIC AIR INC IS NOT A BIG GAME GUIDE OR OUTFITTER 
 

                  HUNTER INFORMATION (A CONTRACT IS REQUIRED ON ALL CLIENTS GOING INTO THE FIELD)  

Name:     

Address:  City:  State:  Zip:    

Phone:    Email Address:    

Height:        Weight:________________  (with Hunting Clothes/Boots on) 
 

Due to FAA & Aircraft Weight Restrictions, MAXIMUM passenger body weights may NOT exceed 220#’s.  
If the weight does exceed 220#’s then an additional $500 Surcharge/Client that exceed the allowable  

weight will be charged and payable prior to transport. 
 

     HUNT DETAILS  

TYPE OF TRIP:          CARIBOU HUNT w/ CAMP GEAR RENTAL (60#’s of Personal Gear to include the weight of your weapons) 

                                       CARIBOU HUNT (TRANSPORT ONLY) (120#’s of Gear to include the weight of your weapons) 

PRICES ARE BASED ON ONE CARIBOU/PERSON (BOTH RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT HUNTERS 

 

HUNT DATES: TRANSPORTATION INTO THE FIELD:   _____________  

 TRANSPORTATION OUT OF THE FIELD:   ______________ 

CAMP GEAR RENTAL SELECTED: YES NO ( IF "YES" COMPLETE PAGE 5) 

 

INCLUDING YOURSELF, LIST ALL HUNTERS IN YOUR HUNT PARTY: 

____________________________________________  ________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  ________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________  ________________________________________________ 

AGREED UPON PRICE PER PERSON: $  

DEPOSIT SUBMITTED: $   

BALANCE DUE: $   

BOOKING CONFIRMATION: To confirm booking, a 50% deposit is required on all trips. No 
rate reductions or extra days will be given if hunters leave before the conclusion of the hunt or fail to arrive on the prearranged 
dates. Bookings are on a first come/first serve basis, Hunting/Fishing License and Metal Locking Tag fees are NOT included in 
the price of the hunt and are the sole responsibility of the client to purchase and have on his person when going into the field.  
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PRICES & AVAILABILITY: Reservations may be made by phone, but are CONFIRMED only when 
we receive your deposit, your signed contract and your signed release form.  Deposits are for the year agreed upon hunts and 
cannot be transferred to next year.  Deposits are not refundable. A fifty percent deposit is due upon confirmation, and the balance 
is due IN JUNE PRIOR to your hunt.  

PAYMENT & CANCELLATION: The Deposit is non-refundable but may be assigned to a 
replacement hunter within your party within the same year at AAI’s sole discretion. Deposits/monies paid are forfeited for no-
shows. The Transporter will perform to the best of their abilities during your trip with us.  We advise and caution you to keep in 
mind that we are Transporters, not Guides. Venue for any disputes will be in Kenai, Alaska.   

PAYMENT METHODS:  Personal checks, Bank Transfers, Zelle and Direct Deposits to Wells Fargo 
Bank will be accepted for deposits, as well as, all major credit cards. A 3.5% credit card charge will be assessed when paying 
by credit card.  Final payments are due in June Payment PRIOR to your hunt. The deposits are non-refundable but may be 
applied to a hunt in another year at AAI's sole discretion. Deposits are forfeited for no-shows. 

 
DISCLOSURES & RESPONSIBILITY: Air Transportation is provided by Arctic Air, 
Inc. (AAI), we have been providing this type of service for the past 30+ years throughout Alaska and have been specifically providing 
hunting trips in Game Management Unit #23 for over 33 years.  AAI holds permits to operate in numerous locations throughout 
Alaska including Wildlife Refuges, National Preserves, Bureau of Land Management Lands and State lands for hunting purposes.  
 
Your name on this contract and the receipt of funds from you, hereinafter called the Hunter, by AAI, hereinafter called the 
Transporter, constitutes a services contract under which both the Hunter and the Transporter have certain rights and obligations. 
The Transporter is a Licensed Big Game Transporter in the State of Alaska and a Certified FAR135 Operator certified by the FAA. A 
transporter license requires us to report any known or suspected game regulation violations. Please know and comply with the 
regulations! 
 
AAI is NOT a Big Game Guide or Outfitter - AAI supplies no gear, food, equipment etc. for hunters in the field. Hunters may rent 
gear from us in Kotzebue which requires an additional cost and rental agreement.  In return of the payment for a hunting package, 
the Transporter will transport the Hunter and 60#’s of personal gear (or 120#’s if the hunter does not purchase Camp Gear Rental) 
from the Transporter’s Kotzebue base and return the Hunter, gear, plus any acquired game with horns/antlers to Kotzebue.  Hunters 
must have the meat in sturdy game bags not exceeding 50# each.  The Transporter will not spot game during the flight to a hunting 
area, but rather transports you to an area where other hunters have had success, and which, to the best of our knowledge, supports 
the appropriate game. If you have gear in excess of 60/120#’s and it necessitates an additional fee added to the cost of your 
hunt.  Further, the excess gear must be cleared with the Transporter before your arrival, or it may mean delays or inability on the 
part of the Transporter to transport it.   
 

WEATHER/LOST HUNTING OPPORTUNITY:  The weather can and will 
have a profound effect on your hunting experience, sometimes in a positive manner, sometimes in a negative manner. Please be 
advised, we have no control over the weather. No extra hunting days or refunds will be given due to lost hunting opportunity, area 
closures or season closures. Any additional cost for motels, meals, travel, etc under these circumstances is the responsibility of the 
Hunter. At times, the Transporter realizes flight conditions may not be apparent to Hunters, so we advise you to rely on the best 
instincts of your pilots.  Our guarantee cannot extend to: Weather conditions, maintenance of your equipment, control over animal 
behavior/movement, your physical condition, shooting ability or eyesight. We also have no control over emergency season closures. 
 
Hunters should realize that the Transporter is at the mercy of the weather and you should plan for the possibility of delays going 
in or coming out of a hunting area. The Transporter assumes no responsibility for the consequences of a Hunter being off schedule 
or the costs associated with hotels, food or additional travel expenses.  We will attempt to keep on schedule as best as possible.  If 
the Hunter calls and wants an “early out”, we will try to coordinate an early pick-up and they are expected to have completed their 
hunt and be ready to come out as soon as the plane arrives to pick them up.  
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The Transporter reserves the right to transport hunters in larger aircraft to a staging area away from home base and then stage 
from that area to a hunting area by smaller aircraft.  A wait of several hours at the staging area is possible before you are picked up 
by a smaller aircraft for your hunting destination.  In the interest of saving time during windows of opportune weather, the 
Transporter may elect to stage in this manner on both incoming and outgoing flights.  We attempt to serve Hunters on a “first-
come, first-served” basis during this process.  However, if we cannot land in one area because of a factor such as adverse winds, 
and an area for a “just-arrived” Hunter is more favorable, this first-in, first-out system may be altered.   

 
You may know where you want to hunt. However, if you do not, we will pick an area we believe to be suitable.  It is in our best 
interest to have satisfied hunters, so rest assured we will do everything possible to put you in good areas.  It is your responsibility, 
as the Hunter to determine all applicable regulations, including what animals are legal for you to take in the area that we fly you in 
to.  You must always recover all edible meat from the animal.  It is also the responsibility of the Hunter to consider any medical 
conditions he or she may have and take into consideration extra days that may be spent in the field due to wind, weather, or other 
circumstances – WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND PURCHASING HUNT/TRIP INSURANCE.  Information can be found on these products on 
our website located at www.arcticairflying.com.   
 
AAI is a Transporter – we are not guides. AAI is not responsible or liable for any loss, damage or injury to any person while they are 
involved in any activities in the outdoors, including but not limited to boating, fishing, hunting, climbing, skiing, camping, trekking 
and/or hiking. Additionally, we are not responsible or liable for any cancellations, expenses or delays incurred as a result of 
conditions over which we have no control (i.e. weather, wind, temperatures, rain, snow, icing, flooded conditions, mechanical delays 
or issues with aircraft, etc.)  
 
AAI reserves the right to withdraw and/or cancel any excursion offered at any time and make changes and alterations in itinerary 
as may be found necessary.  Refunds will not be given for any reason.  Here is a short explanation of why we must enforce this 
policy.  After you have made a reservation and sent us your deposit, we can no longer market that hunt.  We turn away numerous 
hunting parties every year because we are fully booked. When we turn these parties away, they go to other flying services and make 
alternate hunting arrangements and may never try our services.  If you cancel your hunt, we have lost the opportunity to sell this 
hunt to any of these other parties.  We understand your hunt is a vacation for you, but please understand that we depend on the 
revenue earned from hunting season for our livelihood.  A licensed transporter may provide transportation services with 
accommodations only at a permanent lodge, house, or cabin owned by the transporter or on a boat with permanent living quarters 
located on saltwater. A licensed transporter may not accompany or remain in the field with a big game hunter who is a client of the 
transporter except as necessary to perform the transportation services.  A licensed transporter may not provide vehicles, fuel, 
camping, hunting or big game processing equipment, or any hunting services such as skinning, camping, or cleaning game, glassing, 
and packing in the field, including from a permanent structure or on a boat on saltwater. Guide services are not provided under this 
contract.  All meat must be salvaged during and after the hunt by the hunter, including ribs with bones, in accordance with all AK 
Fish and Game Rules and Regulations.  
 

FIREARMS/WEAPONS ONBOARD AIRCRAFT: 

Safety rules for handling firearms shall be adhered to at all times.  We are an FAA 135 Operator who is required to adhere to 
TSA Rules and Regulations, as well as other Federal & State rules.  No client shall load onto our aircraft with any pistols, knives or 
other weapons on your person.   
 
ANIMAL RECOVERY: 
 
Per the regulations outlined in the Alaska Hunting Regulations, each hunter in Game Management Unit #23 (where you will be 
hunting), are required to salvage their animal per the regulations stated in AKDF&G Hunting Rules & Regulations Handbook.  It is 
the SOLE responsibility of the Hunter being transported into the field to retrieve the required meat from kill (this is NOTHING new).  
In addition to the salvage requirements issued by the State of Alaska, you are further agreeing to the following for transportation 
purposes: 

 
• You are entering into a contract for a DO IT YOURSELF HUNT (Unguided Hunt).   

 
• All Animals are to be packed back to camp/drop off point for transportation out of the field. This does NOT mean, pack it 

http://www.arcticairflying.com/
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to the other side of the lake, or leave it at a kill site for someone else to come get … it means, pack it back to the drop 
off/extraction point you were given at the time you were transported into the field unless AAI specifically tells you a different 
location that you will be extracted from due to inclement weather conditions, water conditions, wind, ice or other factors 
not at the control of AAI. 

 
• No Animal will be picked up from a location other than where you were dropped off in the field (i.e. other side of the lake).  

It is your SOLE responsibility to pack the required meat salvage (along with any antlers/capes you may want) back to 
camp and have it at the extraction point for pick up prior to the transporter’s arrival on scheduled pick-up date.  unless 
AAI specifically tells you a different location that you will be extracted from due to inclement weather conditions, water 
conditions, wind, ice or other factors not at the control of AAI. 

 
If your animal/meat is not at the drop off/pick up location, the hunter may/will be left in the field to retrieve animal as 
requirement by the State Regulations and/or be turned into the Troopers for Wanton Waste of their animal (“wanton waste of 
big game meat is an extremely serious offense punishable by a fine of up to $10,000 and one (1) year in jail”).     

 
• Our aircraft are on specific timeframes and we must try to keep them on these timeframes (when weather permits) as close 

to possible.  Therefore, Arctic Air Inc. will NOT take any extra risks or extra time in the field to “wait” for all requirements to 
be packed back to camp. Someone other than the pilot of our aircraft picking a place for us to pick things up other than our 
drop off location, is unacceptable. If the aircraft pilot makes the call to leave and an additional trip is required to pick up 
animal/meat/hunter in the field at a later time, the Hunter will be responsible for a minimum charge of $3,000.00 trip 
charge - Payable PRIOR to flight being made.   
 
 

*** All parties are REQUIRED to have a satellite phone or InReach Product for communication with transporter. This may be the 
only means of communication while in the field.  COMMUNICATION DEVICES ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN KOTZEBUE *** 
 

CHECKS TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO: 
ARCTIC AIR, INC. – P.O. BOX 1846, KENAI, AK  99611 
BALANCE TO BE PAID IN JULY PRIOR TO YOUR HUNT 

 
Reservations may be made by phone, but are CONFIRMED only when we receive your deposit, your signed contract and release 
form.  Deposits are for the year agreed upon hunts and cannot be transferred to next year.  Deposits are not refundable. 
Transferrable as stated above. 
 
I, ______________________________________________________(hunter) have read, reviewed and understand the above stated  
transporter contract.  Signed and dated this ______ day of _____________________, 20_______.  
 
 
HUNTER SIGNATURE:       _________________________________________________________. 
 
 
HUNTER PRINTED NAME:  _________________________________________________________. 
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CAMP GEAR RENTAL 

 
 
You are entering into a Camp Gear Rental & Food Supply Agreement with Arctic Air, Inc., an Air Taxi 
Transporter, located in Kotzebue, AK.  Please take a moment to read through and INITIAL that you 
understand and will treat the equipment with the same respect as you would want your own 
equipment.   
 
 

 
You are picking up and taking with you the Camp Gear & Food with you on the plane and into the field, where you will 
set up & take down the camp yourself, as Arctic Air, Inc. is NOT an Outfitter and does NOT provide any Outfitting or 
Guiding services.  Camp Gear may be flown into the field prior to your arrival due to weight & balance considerations. 
 
You are absolutely 100% responsible for the “put up” and “take down” of your camp. Arctic Air, Inc. DOES not provide 
any set up or take down services, we are renting you gear for use during your hunt. 
 
Do NOT cook inside your tent.  This can deplete oxygen and can damage the tent leaving you without any shelter & 
Alaska is not a place you want to be without Shelter in the field.  You are responsible for the replacement and shipping 
costs as determined by AAI. 
 
Use of your camp stove to heat your tent can cause you to run out of propane – or burn down your tent. 
 
This equipment is being rented in Kotzebue, AK and will be returned to Kotzebue, AK facilities when your hunt is 
complete. Camp Gear may be flown back to Kotzebue after your departure due to weight & balance considerations. 
 
If you require any special medicine and/or foods associated with your daily diet and health routine, you will want to 
make sure you pack it yourself.   

 
ANY DAMAGE AND/OR DESTRUCTION OF EQUIPMENT will result in a charge to the hunt party for the replacement 
cost and shipping/handling to replace the equipment (cost determined by AAI) you are renting.  Due to the nature of 
our business, the inspection of equipment may not take place at the exact time of your return to our facility in Kotzebue.  
However, each camp will be inspected and any damage may result in additional costs to your rental agreement to be 
determined by AAI.  
   
HUNTERS ENTERING INTO THIS RENTAL AGREEMENT, REALIZE THEY ARE ONLY ALLOTTED 60#’S OF PERSONAL GEAR 
(INCLUDING THE WEIGHT OF YOUR WEAPON) 
 
ALL GEAR WILL HAVE SMALL TO MEDIUM SOFT SIDED & SOFT BOTTOM CASES AND HUNTER WILL ALSO HAVE SOFT 
SIDED CASES FOR GUNS/WEAPONS BEING TRANSPORTED INTO THE FIELD.   

 
I, ___________________________________________________ (THE CLIENT), HAVE READ AND AGREE TO THE ABOVE STATED 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE CAMP GEAR AND FOOD SUPPLY AGREEMENT.  FURTHERMORE, I HAVE SIGNED BELOW AND 
AGREE TO ANY DAMAGE/DESTRUCTION OF EQUIPMENT WILL RESULT IN ADDITIONAL COSTS TO THEIR AGREEMENT FOR THE 
REPLACEMENT AND SHIPPING/HANDLING TO REPLACE OUR EQUIPMENT. 

   

               CLIENT’S SIGNATURE            PRINT YOUR NAME 
 
 
Dated this ____________ Day of _____________________, 20 _____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 


	HUNTER INFORMATION (A CONTRACT IS REQUIRED ON ALL CLIENTS GOING INTO THE FIELD)
	Dated this ____________ Day of _____________________, 20 _____

